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Hi
I am trying a new Kdenlive and I have a huge problem - video is losing sync with audio.
I was trying to render a part of raw file - everything was FINE.
After adding some seconds black and short title before that raw file - after rendering - audio starts
immediately (with those few seconds of black + title), so when the video start - audio is few seconds
before of video.
here how my project looks like (so everyone can easily see what is a problem):
http://img715.imageshack.us/img715/6382/problemdck.png [2]
UPDATE - I have ungrouped audio from video - and doesn't matter I have moved few seconds before
or after video - after rendering audio ALLWAYS start at the begining of the movie.
UPDATE 2 - I have realized, that the problem is only with h.264 profile, as other profiles -> HDV and
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 profile works fine...
UPDATE 3 - It looks like the problem is only with aac codec from h.264 profile.
Should I put it on a bug list?
Kdenlive - 0.9.2
ffmpeg - 0.10.3
mlt - 0.7.8
faac - 1.28-r3
UPDATE 4 - For the waiting time for any answer on my question - I have made in my favorite profile
-> a copy of H.264 but with small change -> acodec=mp2 instead of acodec=aac. On my laptop this
file works fine (by Mplayer2) but on my PS3 I can not hear an audio. PS3 shows I use AAC codec,
ffmpeg -i shows I use mp2:
Stream #0:1(und): Audio: mp2 (mp4a / 0x6134706D), 48000 Hz, 2 channels, s16, 384 kb/s
Why PS3 think I use AAC not MPEG-2?
Bellow technical details for movie clips for PS3:
http://manuals.playstation.net/document/en/ps3/current/video/filetypes.html [3]
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